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Introduction: Crater counting methods are typ-
ically applied to date large two-dimensional geologic
surfaces [1]. For Mars, crater counting methods have
been used extensively to establish the chronology of sur-
face geology and landforms of interest. Sedimentary
rocks are widely recognized across Mars [2, 3], although
their highly erodible nature can make age determina-
tion difficult. Deposits can be constrained using strati-
graphic relationships with well-dated units, using con-
ventional methods or related Buffered Crater Counting
(BCC) methods [4, 5]. However, these methods do not
constrain the time gap represented by geologic uncon-
formities or make use of partially exhumed craters at the
contact between two units.

The occurrence of partially exhumed craters at
stratigraphic unconformities on Mars has been recog-
nized as evidence for protracted hiatuses in deposition [2,
6]. Here, we demonstrate a new crater counting method
to provide statistical insights into the duration of uncon-
formities. We then apply it to constrain the length of
unconformities between the Upper and Lower units of
Mount Sharp in Gale crater and at the base of layered
deposits in Arabia Terra (Fig 1).

Methods: We utilize the crater size frequency dis-
tribution (CSFD) for Mars from Hartmann [7] and the
Neukum et al. [8] chronology function (CF) in combi-
nation with the Bayesian dating methods of [9, 10]. To
determine the time gap represented by a given linear geo-
logic contact, we first count partially exhumed craters at
the contact, measure their diameters, and map the length
of the unconformity. The unconformity is mapped at a
scale of the minimum exhumed crater diameter. An ad-
justment of the CSFD is required due to the sampling do-
main adjustment from two-dimensions to one [11], com-
bined with an average chord length [12] adjustment for
the exposed crater segments,
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where Ni is the size frequency distribution, Di is the
crater diameter in km, L is the length of the linear fea-
ture in km. To consider all possible hiatuses, the CF is
integrated from all possible start, T0, and end dates be-
tween 0 and 4 Gya with at a given step size. The Poisson
cumulative distribution function is used to calculate per-
centiles, including the 50th , 1σ, and 2σ percentiles.

Our method is similar to BCC methods [4, 5], how-
ever, there are several differences worth highlighting.
First, these methods were not developed to directly de-
termine the hiatus lengths but rather just the exposure

Figure 1: HiRISE and CTX images of partially exhumed craters in
Mount Sharp and other Arabia Terra craters [13, 14].

age of linear features. Second, these methods work by
adjusting the area used to adjust the CSFD rather than a
direct sampling domain conversion.

Results: Using a minimum diameter of 100 m, nor-
malized by perimeter length, a utility plot for arbitrary
geologic contacts is provided in Fig. 2. The plot shows
that earlier shorter hiatuses can accumulate equivalent
crater densities to more recent longer hiatuses due to the
increased crater flux prior to 3.5 Gya [8]. Hiatuses older
than 3.5 Gya likely accumulate one or more craters per
kilometer (D≥100m), but do not provide a strong limit
to the hiatus duration. A stronger constraint on hiatus
duration is possible after 3 Gya, as the contours flatten,
illustrating the effect of the consistent impact flux during
that period. However, the resolution of the start date is
eliminated for T0<3 Gya because of the constant crater-
ing rate [8]. The 3≤T0≤3.5 region exhibits the resolu-
tion transition and coincides with the decreasing crater-
ing rate through the Hesperian.

We first apply this method to investigate a par-
tially exhumed ∼600 m crater along a 20 km bound-
ary between the Upper and Lower units of Mount Sharp

Figure 2: Cumulative crater frequency contours for Dmin≥100m per
kilometer for all possible hiatuses between 0 and 4 Gya. To apply to
an arbitrary linear feature, multiply the contour values by the contact
length in kilometers.
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Figure 3: Likelihood for Mount Sharp unconformity based on a single
∼600m crater along ∼20 km perimeter. The solid white line is 50th
percentile and dashed and dotted lines the 1 & 2 σ percentiles. Black
diagonal lines correspond to deposition times for the overlying unit
(hiatus end) of 1, 2, 3, 3.7 Gya.

in Gale crater, first observed by Malin and Edgett [2]
(Fig. 3). The hiatus duration ranges from 1−2.5 Gyr
long if 3.5≥T0≥3.7 Gya and 0.2−1 Gyr if 3.7≥T0≥4.0.
Given prior estimates of a Late Noachian-Early Hespe-
rian exposure age for the eroded Lower unit [6], the
time gap represented by the stratigraphic unconformity
at Mount Sharp is likely at least 1 Gyr, placing the depo-
sition of the Upper unit as late as the early Amazonian.
This estimate conforms well to the upper limits from re-
cent work using erosion rates and crater counts to infer
the length [15].

Next, we applied the same methods to exhumed
craters at the basal unconformity of several intra-crater
layered deposits in Arabia Terra with the crater floors
(Fig 4). The craters themselves are have been estimated
to be late Noachian in age [16], but the layered sedimen-
tary deposits sit on crater floor units that are likely sig-
nificantly younger. We found that likely hiatus lengths
ranged from 0.1−1.0 Gyr depending on the T0. For
T0<3.4 Gya, estimated time gaps range from 0.3−1.0
Gyr, extending initial deposition of the layered deposits
into the Late Hesperian or Early Amazonian. This would
be a much younger age than proposed initially but sup-
ports more recent estimates [2, 17].

Discussion: The hiatus lengths found for both stud-
ies confirm that partially exhumed craters indicate long
periods of non-deposition. The time-resolution of the
method is age dependent, T0>3.5 Gya hiatuses have no
hiatus length resolution, but the age of the unconformity
can be estimated, and vice versa for T0<3 Gya. The
intraformational unconformity in Mount Sharp and the
basal unconformities of sedimentary deposits in Arabia
Terra both require hundreds of Myr to Gyr durations, but
the length is dependent on the likely onset of deposition
of the overlying units. The more recent the T0, the longer

Figure 4: Likelihood plots for four Arabia Terra craters containing lay-
ered deposits. Details repeated from Fig. 3.

the hiatus is likely to be.
Conclusions: Partially exhumed craters preserved

at geologic contacts can provide meaningful constraints
on the time gap represented by these stratigraphic un-
conformities. We presented constraints on specific strati-
graphic unconformity durations using craters along the
perimeters of Martian layered units. Our method can
provide statistical constraints to arbitrary linear geologic
contacts, including a maximum constraint on the time
gap for those without any craters. This method can also
be adapted for other planetary bodies.
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